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DRT expands its network for the distribution of
terpenic solvents
Since March 1st, the French company INTERCHIMIE has become the exclusive distributor for all
technical terpenic solvents of the French specialist of pine chemistry, DRT. Ranked amongst the world
leaders of the production of resins from plant-based chemistry, DRT carries on expanding its network
to offer even more responsible solutions to its various markets.

Bring the highest quality of service to its customers is the motto of DRT. In order to better serve its
technical terpenic solvents customers, DRT has chosen a new distributor: the French company
INTERCHIMIE. This first-class partner has been collaborating with DRT since 1975.

Based in Compans (France), INTERCHIMIE was created in 1945 in order to help professionals of the
cosmetics, drug, detergent, painting or lubricant industries, find products in small quantities. « This
business agreement between DRT and INTERCHIMIE is the logical outcome of our collaboration. With its
strong expertise, INTERCHIMIE is a human-size company staffed by qualified and proactive teams, which
has managed to build strong relationships with its customers and suppliers - who are most of all
partners. A philosophy fully in line with ours» declares Eric Moussu, Director of Sales & Marketing at
DRT.

About DRT
DRT is specialized in the development of rosin and turpentine extracted from pine resin. As a French company, DRT employs
1,350 people and boasts sales of €500 million. Over 90% of sales are generated in international markets. DRT has sales offices
and numerous industrial sites across the globe, including four factories in France, two in the US, one in China and three in India
through a joint venture. DRT mainly supplies the perfume, adhesive, tire and health & nutrition markets.
To learn more about DRT, visit: http://www.drt.fr/en.html

